
 

Sonokinetic Sultan Strings KONTAKT Library

when you buy toll you get access to a lot more than just the kontakt files, you get the entire package including extras! the big bonus is a collection of unique drum samples that are just too good to be ignored. they give you a headstart with the drums and then allow you to develop and expand the sound! there is no other competitor that has achieved the level of
realism that is achieved by evolution steel strings. this impressive application uses a combination of sampling, scripting as well as physical modeling-based principles to bring you a very easy to play kontakt sample library with the results which are so realistic that they can be used in the final production easily and efficiently. it has got a proprietary resonance engine for
the unparalleled organic realism from a sample library. it has also got alternate turnings that not just only change the range of the instrument and also change the tone of the individual strings. all in all evolution steel strings (kontakt) is an impressive and realistic acoustic guitar in your productions. we've invested a massive amount of resources, professional skills and
musical talent to create something very unique and usable for the modern day composer and producer. we're convinced we've achieved our goal with this large sample pool and hands-on users interface. we also invested in multi-formats so the range of sampling possibilities is extended past the proven kontakt format. although we focus on the user interfaces of native

instrument's kontakt format other core sample audio formats are available to fit every need and make this collection widely accessible for every producer and composer.

Sonokinetic Sultan Strings KONTAKT Library

more than just a sampler with a sexy interface, evolution steel strings is a powerful multitimbral synthesizer with an integrated virtual guitar. the engineers at evolution have taken a clever and unique approach to this concept. the virtual guitar is modeled after the acoustic guitar in a form of a sampled instrument. the interface was designed specifically to make it easy
to play and compose and the level of detail is unprecedented. since it can mimic the behavior of a real acoustic guitar, it sounds great and performs great too. it's the most powerful acoustic guitar emulation you've ever heard and it's free! the interface is well thought out and intuitive, it's easy to play and easy to compose. its a good example of what is possible with a
sampled acoustic guitar. it's clear that the evolution team put a lot of work into the interface, its rock solid, intuitive, and the player can get to his or her favorite sounds and effects quickly. samplified acoustic guitars have been a staple of guitarists and producers from the beginning of popular music. now that the technology has advanced, so has the technology and

quality of this sample library. this instrument is truly multi-sampled, making it possible to take full advantage of a sampler with a built-in acoustic guitar. the instruments are recorded on location with professional recording equipment, and they are rich in harmonics, allowing you to easily get away with distortion and other effects. the interface is very user friendly, easy
to navigate and the sounds are extremely versatile. it will provide you with a huge arsenal of sounds for your next project. there are many options and controls to give you the ability to create virtually any sound you can imagine. the interface is intuitive, quick to use and it is very easy to play and to compose. 5ec8ef588b
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